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SAN GORG PRECA COLLEGE 
PRIMARY SCHOOLS  

Half Yearly Exams 2014 

A. Reading Comprehension 

1. Tick (x) to show the correct answer 
a) a king.  (1 mark) 
b) angry.   (1 mark) 
c) the boy and the lion.   (1 mark) 
 
2. Tick (x) to show whether each sentence is True or False. (4x½mark=2marks) 
a) false; b) true; c) false; d) true 
 
3. Answer the following questions.  
a) The boy ran away because the king was cruel. (2 marks) 
b) He pulled out the thorn. (2 marks) 
c) He threw him in the lion’s den. (2 marks) 
d) i) The lion lay down. (1 mark) 
    ii) The lion smiled. (1 mark) 
e) i) The boy smiled. (1 mark) 
    ii) The boy put his arm around his friend. (1 mark) 
f) The king let the boy and the lion go free because he was amazed. 
g)  the king : cruel  (1 mark) / the lion  : angry  (1 mark) 
h)  Amazed means surprised.  (1 mark) 
 
B. Language 
1. (a) e.g. along (b) through, (c) round, (d) over, (e) under, (f) into.           (1 mark 
each) 
Award 1 mark for each correct answer  
 
 
2. Fill in with a suitable adjective.  
(a) e.g. ten-year old; (b) sunny, fine; (c) new; (d) quiet, busy; (e) ninth; (f) 
delicious/chocolate. 
Award 1 mark for each correct answer. Any suitable answer is correct 
 

Year 4 ENGLISH Time: 1 hour 15 minutes 

Reading Comprehension, Language and Writing 
Marking Scheme 

Total Marks 
 

______ 

60 
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C. Writing       (30 marks) 
1.  Any suitable answer is correct, below find exemplar sentences. (2 marks for each 
sentence) 

b) Sheep eat grass and we get wool from sheep. 
c) Cows give us milk and meat. 
d) Some people go horseriding. 

 
2.  Any suitable answer is correct, below please find exemplar sentences. (2 marks for each 
rule given) 

Do not talk with your mouth full of food 

Do not point with your fork and knife 

Do not touch food with your hands 

 
3.  Read all compositions before allotting any marks  

Above Average:   (15 - 20 marks)                                                              

1. The child shows a high ability to communicate and express his ideas through the 

use of the language. 

2. The piece of writing shows a detailed description and an awareness of the  

     following: 

* a good sequence of ideas and events 

* a good structure of sentence 

* proper punctuation and  an ability to spell words correctly 

* a variety of vocabulary and expressions 

* correct punctuation shows above average ability 

Average :           (10 – 14 marks) 

1. The writing shows a good ability in expressing ideas in a clear and    comprehensive 

way.   

2. The structure is good although there might be occasional mistakes both in 

structure and in the spelling 

3. Punctuation is equally correct and the overall understanding of the writing is 

understandable and coherent. 

Below Average:    (1- 9 marks)       

1. The writing will show an inability by the child to express his ideas through the use 

of the language. 

2. Ideas are also limited and description is minimal. 

3. There will be a lack of structure and punctuation together with a number of 

spelling mistakes. 

4. Vocabulary is limited which is usually shown by the repetition of the same words. 

For a blank page  or illegible jottings                                                 (0 marks) 
Writing which is out of point or obviously memorised should be penalised by starting 

at 10 marks. 

 
END OF PAPER 

 


